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Abstract 
Congestion in the air traffic system, both recurrent and non-recurrent, is typically handled by rationing access rights to individual 
resources such as airports or important parts of the airspace.  Under the planning paradigm employed in the U.S., this rationing 
process occurs independently at each resource.  The stochastic integer programming model proposed in this paper brings 
coordination to this process while considering capacity uncertainty.  Results of a case study suggest that the model is tractable, 
and generates capacity allocations that improve efficiency and enable greater responsiveness to changing capacity conditions. 
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1. Introduction 
In air transportation, demand for certain resources at various times meets or exceeds their available capacity.  
This situation may be particularly acute at some airports for arrival and departure operations during peak periods, 
and in the airspace along certain corridors or points.  At some of these resources, congestion may occur even under 
nominal conditions due to overscheduling, but at others, weather is typically the exacerbating factor.  For the several 
hours that these congested conditions are typically experienced, access rights must be rationed. 
Considerable research efforts have been undertaken, and several operational systems developed around the world, 
to address these demand-capacity imbalances.  The underlying principle in each is that demand-capacity imbalances 
should be addressed before the affected flights depart from their originating airports.  Imposing delays on flights still 
on the ground, as opposed to those already in the air, and working at this longer time scale brings greater 
predictability to the system, reduces costs, and increases safety.  As a result, flights planning to use these congested 
resources on a particular day of operations are given controlled departure or arrival time slots. 
Early research in this area focused on assigning ground delays for a single airport with deterministic capacity 
(Terrab & Odoni, 1993), but quickly progressed to consider network effects and multiple resources (Vranas, 
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Bertsimas & Odoni, 1994a)  (Vranas, Bertsimas & Odoni, 1994b) (Bertsimas & Stock Patterson, 1998).  However, 
these early models considering multiple resources were computationally difficult, and did not follow the same 
rationing principles employed in operational systems.  More recent approaches (Lulli & Odoni, 2007) (Bertsimas, 
Lulli & Odoni 2007) have extended earlier work, but continue to represent a comprehensive view of air traffic 
planning not widely used for a variety of institutional reasons. 
Operationally in the U.S., ground delay programs (GDP) and airspace flow programs (AFP) address demand-
capacity imbalances expected over short time periods at airports and in the airspace, respectively.  These resource 
rationing initiatives are used to take explicit control of arrival times of flights arriving to a congested resource.  They 
are, however, employed somewhat sparingly.  The assignment of flights to slots is done using a system of priority 
rules focused on maintaining the flights original schedule order.  The resulting assignments are quite similar to those 
produced by many of the models proposed in the research for this problem.  Until the summer of 2006, airspace 
capacity was not explicitly rationed (Brennan, 2007).  At this time, AFP was introduced, employing the same 
principles and software to manage disruptions as are used for GDP (Krozel, Jakobovits & Penny, 2006).  
It is important to note that, in the U.S. paradigm, each capacity rationing initiative functions independently of any 
others being used at the time – no account is made for coordination.  As a result, flights may receive conflicting 
departure times if they are using multiple congested resources.  The inertia behind the U.S. approach dictates that 
this or some derivative system will continue to be used into the foreseeable future.  However, increasing congestion 
at key points in the aviation system requires that greater attention be paid to implementing some form of 
coordination between the assignments made by various resources.  The model proposed in this paper examines this 
problem systematically to optimally assign feasible access times to the set of affected flights, while incorporating 
capacity uncertainty.  This model extends that proposed in Churchill, Lovell & Ball (2010) by considering explicitly 
the considerable uncertainty about resource capacities introduced into this planning process. 
The remainder of this section examines the coordination phenomenon in detail and describes the nature of 
stochastic capacity descriptions employed in air traffic flow management (ATFM).  The body of the paper focuses 
on describing the proposed stochastic integer program, and includes a case study to illustrate the principles of this 
model. 
1.1. Coordination in ATFM 
The U.S. paradigm of controlling traffic only under an explicit need increasingly faces a challenge unique from 
those faced in the European system, wherein institutional barriers are different, and a more coordinated view is 
employed.  When GDP’s were the only tool used for ATFM, a single flight could be affected by only one capacity 
rationing initiative.  With the more recent advent of AFP’s however, a single flight can now be affected by more 
than one capacity rationing initiative, leading to the potential for conflicting flight-slot assignments from multiple 
resources. 
The number of flights affected by multiple resources is not negligible, as shown in Figure 1 with data from 
Metron Aviation Inc.  Using data from summer 2008 for all days on which multiple resources were in use, this 
frequency chart depicts the fraction of flights visiting more than one GDP or AFP.  According to this sample, the 
mean fraction of flights affected by multiple initiatives is 11.1%.  Thus, on most days in this representative sample, a 
substantial number of flights received (likely) conflicting slot assignments.  
Operationally, these multiple capacity rationing initiatives operate independently of one another.  The rationing 
procedures for each initiative use the same criterion – schedule, with some exemptions – but do not coordinate slot 
assignments to minimize delay across multiple initiatives or multiple flight legs.  The role of coordination is not 
incorporated; rather, some initiatives are given priority over others. 
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Figure 1 – Distribution of number of initiatives per flight 
A key illustration of this failing is seen in the New York region, wherein flights are often affected simultaneously 
by initiatives to ration both airspace capacity to enter the region, as well as airport arrival capacity.  This conflict is 
illustrated in Figure 2 with flights classed into flows based on which resources they are using.  Assume that two 
points of reduced capacity have been identified – a region of airspace (FCAA03), and an airport (JFK).  Flow 1 
comprises those flights passing through FCAA03 but not arriving at JFK, while flow 2 represents those flights 
arriving at JFK, but not using FCAA03.  In isolation, rationing the capacity of each of these resources is a well-
solved problem as described above.  Consider, however, Flow 3, which comprises those flights passing first through 
FCAA03 before arriving at JFK.  It is these flights in Flow 3 that complicate the ATFM process in the U.S. 
paradigm.  There is no guarantee that the flights within Flow 3 will receive slot assignments compatible with one 
another at each of these two resources.   
 

(a) Spatial configuration of conflict (b) Temporal configuration of conflict 
Figure 2 – Example occurrence of infeasible slot assignments 
In fact, a single flight in flow 3 may receive a slot allocation as depicted in Figure 2b.  The dashed line at the top 
of the diagram represents the flight’s scheduled (and desired) arrival and departure times: departing the origin at 
11:00, arriving at FCAA03 at 12:00, and finally arriving at JFK at 13:30.  The highlighted time slots at 12:50 and 
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14:05 identify the slots allocated to this flight as part of the independent capacity rationing processes undertaken at 
each resource.  The solid line connecting these two slots depicts the trajectory required to utilize both, with this 
trajectory being extended back to extrapolate the required departure time from the origin, 11:50.  While this example 
flight may depart its origin at any time, the new 75 minute travel time dictated by this slot assignment between 
FCAA03 and JFK is considerably shorter than the nominal 90 minute travel time.  As a result, this combination of 
slots is infeasible for this flight. 
In practice, clearly there is some range of speed increases/decreases around the nominal value that continue to 
yield infeasible allocations.  However, it is clear that at some point, these deviations become excessive and, as in the 
example above, the slots assigned to a flight are not compatible.  Operationally, flights are often granted “free 
passage” of sorts through an airspace resource, thus disrupting the nominal order of flights and potentially violating 
the capacity constraint upon which the entire rationing program was based.  For a single flight, the global 
consequences of such heuristic solutions are likely insignificant; however, when a large number of flights are 
involved, it is clear that significant equity and efficiency issues exist in choosing how to prioritize various flights.  
To this end, optimization is an excellent arbiter for determining the “best” allocation for minimizing delays, 
maintaining schedule order, and granting flight using multiple resources feasible slot combinations. 
1.2. Stochastic capacity descriptions in ATFM 
While a model (Churchill et al., 2010) for developing coordinated slot assignments was recently introduced, it 
does not address the large amount of uncertainty inherent in these airspace resource capacities.  Previous research 
has attempted to include these uncertainties in related air traffic problems, including rationing access to a single 
resource (Richetta & Odoni, 1993) (Mukherjee & Hansen, 2007), and to a limited degree, the multi-airport problem 
(Vranas et al., 1994b).  However, these uncertainties have not been included in a model that directly addressed 
multiple airspace resources. 
To frame the model proposed later, it is important to understand the nature of stochastic descriptions of aviation 
capacity that are available.  The varieties useful in this context, and for the previous research described, are based 
upon scenarios that are realized at some time.  Two varieties considered here may be described separately as 
disjoint, or tree-based. 
An example of a disjoint stochastic description is shown in Figure 3, derived from data from Liu, Hansen & 
Mukherjee (2008).  In this example, there are four different capacity profiles that may be realized on a given day.  
However, they are specified as disjoint, in that it becomes known immediately at the beginning of the day which 
scenario will occur.  While this approach is compatible with the model presented here, it is likely more suited to 
longer term planning efforts because the value of the recourse actions suggested by the optimization model becomes 
dubious.  An expanded model in Buxi & Hansen (2010) attempts to develop these scenarios on a time scale more 
useful to ATFM processes, but the utility of these is not considered here. 
An alternative method to consider stochastic capacity is through the use of tree-based descriptions.  Under this 
paradigm, a tree branches into different capacity realizations at specific time epochs.  This construct is generalizable 
to an n-stage decision process and was employed in Mukherjee & Hansen (2007).  However, to accommodate the 
two stage decision process employed in this model, simpler models of capacity evolution are required. 
A simpler tree structure employed widely in both research and operational systems considers, at each time epoch, 
whether capacity has returned to its nominal value.  A graphical example of this is shown in Figure 4.  In this 
example, the resource is experiencing decreased capacity, but it becomes possible starting at 10:00 that conditions 
will clear and capacity will return.  Each subsequent time epoch is assigned a probability of this clearance, with the 
cumulative function of these probabilities shown in the figure.  By 12:00, capacity will have returned to nominal, 
and thus the CDF reaches 1.0 at that time.  This type of capacity construct is employed in Ganji, Lovell, Ball & 
Nguyen (2009), Cook & Wood (2009), and Glover & Ball (2010), among others. 
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Figure 3 – Discrete capacity scenarios 
 
 
Figure 4 – Two stage capacity scenarios 
Building on the need for coordination in ATFM, and stochastic airspace capacity descriptions, the next section 
introduces a stochastic integer program to explicitly model these coordination effects under uncertainty. 
2. Model formulation 
In this section, an optimization model for coordinating air traffic flow management decisions under uncertainty is 
described.  Specifically, the model assigns flights to arrival times at each of a sequence of congested resources that 
the flight encounters between origin and destination.  A resource may be an airport, some congested portion of 
airspace, or any other airspace resource of finite capacity.  Only resources expected to be congested are considered.  
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While this adds a bias based upon the selection of resources, excluding uncongested resources allows for simpler 
and more compact models than those that consider all resources. 
Structurally, each resource is considered as an assignment problem, but linking constraints are included to insure 
that each flight using multiple resources receives compatible slot assignments.  Uncertainty in capacity outcomes is 
incorporated through the use of a two-stage stochastic formulation, wherein both an initial plan and conditional 
plans for each outcome are developed.  The two stage formulation allows for only a single change in the capacity 
conditions experienced, thus limiting the scope of capacity variations that may be considered.  However, it allows 
for tractable models to be developed. 
Under each scenario outcome, a plan corresponding to that capacity outcome is developed.  These recourse 
actions represent those that should be undertaken, given the prescribed set of initial decisions, to optimally respond 
to the changes realized in capacity.  The nature of the recourse actions specified will of course depend on the 
capacity changes for that scenario, but may include dispatching flights currently on the ground, assigning airborne 
holding to flights already en route, or assigning flights currently en route a slightly earlier slot time. 
The model presented here represents a greater degree of control than is currently exerted by system operators 
today, but is not incompatible with the principles of collaborative decision making (CDM) that have been so widely 
adopted in ATFM.  These CDM principles (Wambsganss, 1997) encourage information sharing between users and 
system operators to enhance planning and increase both equitable and efficient outcomes.  The decisions developed 
during the first stage of the model represent the initial assignments that would be made, but there is no reason that 
individual airlines or users, with their bins of slots at each resource, could not perform their own swaps or trades to 
meet their internal objectives.  While this may detract from the system-level objectives espoused by this model, they 
do represent the ability of users to optimize their operations within the construct provided.  The second stage 
decisions prescribed here do not represent decisions that must be implemented, but rather, are the optimal decisions, 
given the appropriate set up provided by the first stage decisions. 
In the remainder of this section, the mathematical structure and properties of this formulation are described, 
including input data, decision variables, constraints, objective functions, and computational properties. 
2.1. Input data 
Several inputs are required for this model.  For each flight f in the set F of all flights, a planned departure time įf 
for its origin, a set of resources fV  planned to be visited, and a planned arrival time ifα  to each resource i is 
defined.  Flight paths are defined such that for each resource i that a flight f visits, the value ifN defines the next 
resource it travels to.  The set I comprises the resources that are to be rationed, while each initiative i has its own 
independent slot set Si.  Under the initial planning period, each slot s in Si has an associated time marker isτ .  It is 
expected that each of these initial planning slots would be of equal length, since it is common to specify the reduced 
capacity of a resource under a traffic flow initiative as a single capacity rate. 
The stochastic capacity data is included in this formulation through a set of scenarios, Q.  Each scenario 
represents a possible time-dependent capacity outcome for the rationing initiatives.  For each scenario q in Q, there 
is an associated probability of occurrence (pq) and an associated realization time (tq).  A scenario in Q represents a 
set of associated changes that occur at all resources.  The realization time could represent the time at which the 
capacity changed, or, more flexibly, it could represent the time at which it becomes certain that a given scenario will 
occur.  There is no difference in the mathematics between the two, but the latter interpretation allows for the 
possibility that weather forecasts could predict improvements in the capacity scenario before it actually plays out.  
To model the differences in capacity between scenarios, each scenario has an associated slot set qisτ .  The slot times 
in qisτ  are equal to those in 
i
sτ
 
before tq, but they may vary after that time.  Thus, the presumption that capacity 
scenario q takes place means that up until time tq, the allocation should be the same as was initially planned, but that 
after that time, a different set of slot times should be considered, which represents the specific time-dependent 
capacity profile associated with scenario q. The initial conditions are included as a scenario in the set Q to allow 
some probability to be assigned thereto.  The slot times associated with the stochastic scenarios are not required to 
be of equal length.  This flexibility allows for a wide range of possible representations of time-dependent capacity 
scenarios. 
One assumption of note is the use of unit capacity slots.  While other models considering similar problems such 
as Bertsimas et al. (2008) and Ganji et al. (2009) consider capacitated time periods, the use of unit capacity slots 
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allows for greater resolution, accuracy, and the ability to model more complex time-varying capacity profiles.  For 
example, with 15 minute time periods, only a limited set of capacity rates may be used, as constant headways are 
defined over the entire period.  With the use of unit capacity slots, this assumption is relaxed, and headways between 
every subsequent pair of slots may be defined individually, allowing for considerable freedom and greater accuracy 
in the accounting of resultant delays.  This implies the creation of a larger number of binary decision variables than 
would be necessary with integer variables representing capacitated time bins.  However, the case study in Section 3 
will demonstrate that the model can be solved in an acceptable time with this larger number of variables.  
Furthermore, it would be simple, if one were trying to mold this model into a working system, to build a translator 
that could convert from a (for example) 15-minute bin representation of capacitated resources to the unit capacity 
model, in a way that was invisible to the user. 
Table 1 – Summary of input data required for model formulation 
Variable Description 
F
 
Set of all flights 
fV
 
Resources visited by flight f 
i
fN
 
Next resource visited by flight f after visiting resource i 
fδ
 
Departure time for flight f 
i
fα
 
Arrival time for flight to resource i 
I
 
Set of all resources 
iS
 
Set of slots at resource i 
i
sτ
 
Initial time for slot s at resource i 
Q
 
Set of all discrete capacity outcomes 
qp
 
Probability of scenario q occurring 
qt
 
Realization time of outcome q 
qi
sτ
 
Time for slot s at resource i under outcome q 
2.2. Decision variables 
Three related sets of binary decision variables are employed in this formulation.  The first set is used to define the 
initial decisions (the first stage), the second to define the conditional decisions for each scenario (the second stage), 
and the third to track the magnitude of delays assigned under a revision. 
The first set of decision variables, { }ifsx , defines the initial plan – a value of one indicates that flight f was 
assigned to slot s at airspace resource i. These variables are defined for each flight, and for each slot that it may 
feasibly use – namely those with a beginning time equal to or later than the flight’s scheduled arrival time, as shown 
in (1).  The set ifQ  is defined as those slots whose time under the initial plan is feasible for flight f at resource i, or { }:i i i if s fQ s S τ α= ∈ ≥ . 
 
  
i
fsx binary  , ,
i
f ff F i V s Q∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  (1) 
The second set of decision variables { }qifsy  is similar to the first, in that a value of one indicates the assignment of 
flight f to slot s at airspace resource i.  For this set however, the additional dimension q indicates the capacity 
outcome for which this conditional plan is developed.  The existence conditions, shown in (2), are similar to the 
previous set of decision variables, in that they require the revised slot time to be later than or equal to the flight’s 
scheduled arrival time.  Again, a set of feasible slots qifQ  is defined as the set of slots to which flight f may be 
feasible assigned at resource i under capacity outcome q, or { }:qi i qi is ffQ s S τ α= ∈ ≥ . 
 
  
qi
fsy binary  , , ,
qi
f fq Q f F i V s Q∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  (2) 
The third set of decision variables { }qifskz is employed to track slot reassignment of flights already en route to their 
destination.   Because these flights have already departed when a new scenario is realized, they are required to be 
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reassigned within some potentially small feasible window.  The indices indicate that flight f is reassigned from some 
slot s to slot k under capacity outcome q at airspace resource i, as shown in (3).  The variables have a value of unity 
when this condition is realized and zero otherwise.  The set { }:qi i i q if k f ffsA k Q tτ α δ= ∈ < + −  limits consideration to 
flight-resource-slot-scenario situations in which the flight would already be en route upon the change.  The set { }:qi qi qii is L s Ufs f kB k Q τ κ τ τ κ= ∈ − ≤ ≤ −  defines the limited range over which the already en route flight may be 
feasibly reassigned. 
 
  
qi
fskz binary  , , , ,
qi qi
f fs fsq Q f F i V s A k B∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  (3) 
2.3. First stage decision constraints 
The constraints defining initial decisions in this formulation are equivalent to those for the deterministic 
formulation presented in Churchill et al. (2010).  They are a set of transportation problems with side constraints.  
Two sets of assignment constraints are employed to ensure feasible allocations at each resource.  The first set, 
enforces the requirement that each flight, under the initial plan, be assigned to exactly one slot at each resource 
fi V∈  it will utilize:  
 1
i
f
i
fs
s Q
x
∈
=¦  , ff F i V∀ ∈ ∈  (4) 
Constraint set (5) enforces the first stage capacity constraints, namely that each slot receives at most one flight. 
 
:
1
f
i
fs
f F
i V
x
∈
∈
≤¦  , ii I s S∀ ∈ ∈  (5) 
The two constraint sets shown above, in isolation, will allocate flights to slots at only a single resource.  The 
objective of this research, however, is to create feasible slot allocations for each flight using multiple resources.  As 
a result, linking constraints are added to these transportation problems.  A notional depiction of the structure of these 
linking constraints is shown in Figure 5.  In this example, two resources are located one hour apart; thus if a flight is 
assigned the 12:06 slot at the first resource, then the 1:06 slot at the second resource would be preferred.  However, 
to help ensure feasible solutions, some slack is provided around that ideal assignment.  In this example, this flight 
may be assigned a slot three minutes earlier, or up to six minutes later.  These slack times ʌL and ʌU are parameters 
of the model.  Presumably, these parameters would be set by the FAA, and they might vary in proportion to the 
length of the flight segment in question. 
 
 
Figure 5 – Feasible range example 
The implicit assumption in this model is that these values will be small, and represent only a small slack to permit 
feasible assignments.  They are not intended to permit the assignment of larger airborne delays to develop feasible 
slot assignments – only to allow a small amount of slack to accommodate inconsistent lattices between resources.  
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Likely, the early arrival parameter would be smaller than the late arrival parameter, simply because the ability of an 
aircraft at cruise speed to decrease speed is greater than its ability to increase speed. 
Mathematically, the constraint set that links together these multiple resources is shown in (6).  It enforces the 
condition that if slot s is chosen at resource i, then some slot k in the set ijfsR  must be chosen at resource j. 
 
0
ij
fs
ji
fs fk
k R
x x
∈
− ≤¦  , , , : 0i i if f f ff F i V j N s Q N∀ ∈ ∈ = ∈ >  (6) 
The range ijfsR  is defined in (7) to control the feasible reassignment range for downstream resources.  Nominally, 
this range is limited to the planned arrival time for flight f, conditioned on have used slot s at resource i.  However, 
in general, the lower bound may be decreased by the early arrival parameter ʌL, and the upper bound increased by 
the late arrival parameter ʌU.  
 ( ){ }: max ,ij j j j jj i i i is f L s f Ufs f f k fR k S α τ α α π τ τ α α π= ∈ + − − ≤ ≤ + − +  (7) 
2.4. Second stage decision constraints 
To determine feasible second stage decisions, the constraints defining the first stage decisions are rewritten for 
each potential capacity outcome q Q∈  using the appropriate { }qifsy
 
variables.  The set qifQ  is defined for each 
capacity outcome, similarly to the definition used for the initial capacity plan.  It is those slots whose time, for 
capacity outcome q, is feasible for flight f: { }:qi i qi is ffQ s S τ α= ∈ ≥ . 
 
1
qi
f
qi
fs
s Q
y
∈
=¦  , , fq Q f F i V∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  (8) 
 
:
1
f
qi
fs
f F
i V
y
∈
∈
≤¦  , , iq Q i I s S∀ ∈ ∈ ∈  (9) 
 
0
qij
fs
qi qj
fs fk
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The range defining the feasible arrival times at a subsequent resource is also rewritten to accommodate the 
additional dimension of indices used for each capacity outcome, shown in (11). 
 ( ){ }: max ,qij j j qj jj qi i qi is f L s f Ufs f f k fR k S α τ α α π τ τ α α π= ∈ + − − ≤ ≤ + − +  (11) 
2.5. Consistency constraints 
The constraints defining both the initial decisions, as well as the revised decisions under the stochastic outcomes 
are, in isolation, equivalent to the deterministic problem shown in ǤȋʹͲͳͲȌǤOf course, for a model 
optimizing allocations simultaneously over multiple uncertain capacity outcomes to be useful, the various outcomes 
must be linked.  The formulation presented here represents only a two stage decision process, hence only a single 
change in capacity is permissible.  Two constraint sets are required to ensure consistency at the time of that change.  
The first forces the values of first and second stage variables preceding the change to be equal, while the second 
ensures that the two allocations are consistent 
The first of these consistency constraints is shown in (12).  Assuming that it is possible for the flight to arrive 
before the revision time tq, this constraint set forces the values of the first and second stage decision variables to be 
equivalent.  In principle, this constraint could be eliminated by defining the second stage variables to exist only after 
the revision time; however this would complicate the second consistency constraint, as well as the objective 
function. 
 
qii
fs fsx y=  , , , : ,
i i i q
f s fq Q f F i V s S tτ αª º∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ¬ ¼  (12) 
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The second consistency constraint is shown in (13).  It ensures that those flights that have not yet arrived at the 
revision time receive compatible reassignments with respect to their original allocations.  It is logically more 
complex and requires greater explanation. 
 
0
qi
fs
qii
fs fk
k T
x y
∈
− ≤¦  , , , if fq Q f F i V s Q∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  (13) 
Notionally, this constraint requires that all flights already receive feasible revised slot allocations.  For flights en 
route, this requires that they not have to speed up or hold excessively.  For flights still on the ground, this requires 
that they not be assigned slot arrival times any sooner than the required travel time from origin to each resource. 
The structure of this constraint is quite similar to the linking constraints employed to guarantee feasible slot 
allocations between subsequent airspace resources: t
Ǥǡ
          Ǥ       
Ǥ
The range of feasible second stage reassignments qifsT , conditional on a flight’s first stage assignment, is 
precomputed.  It must encompass feasible reassignments both for flights still on the ground, and for those already in 
the air.  The consideration of these flight states, however, is not dynamic: each possible outcome is constrained 
separately by (13). 
To illustrate qualitatively the ranges of slots to which a flight may be reassigned, consider the example shown in 
Figure 6.  Eligible slots for the initial assignment are shown in the left column, while slots under the revised, second 
stage, assignment are shown in the right.  In this case, under the revised scenario, the interarrival time has been 
decreased for some period under the revised plan.  A flight is determined to be on the ground at the revision time tq 
if its first stage allocation is at a time greater than the sum of the revision time and the flights required travel time.  
In that case, a flight may be reassigned as shown in Figure 6a.  In this example, if a flight was initially assigned to 
arrive to Slot 13, and is still on the ground because the corresponding departure time has not yet been reached, then 
in the new allocation, it may be assigned to any slot later than the sum of the current time and the required travel 
time.   
However, if a flight is initially assigned to arrive at a slot such that it must already have departed, then the range 
of slots to which it may be reassigned is likely smaller, as shown in Figure 6b, because this reassignment-induced 
delay must be absorbed while the flight is in the air.  Of course, if interarrival times were to increase under the 
revision, it may be necessary to assign significant airborne delay to this flight.  The feasible range for reassignment 
is parameterized to allow for this. 
 
(a) Flights on the ground (b) Flights en route 
Figure 6 – Feasible reassignment ranges 
The range encompassing these two example conditions is shown in (14), but the reasoning and necessity 
underlying each term will be presented in the subsequent discussion, as a relatively high degree of complexity is 
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incorporated.  The difficulty in formulating this feasible slot time range lies in the fact that the flights being 
reassigned may, or may not, have already departed, depending on their initial slot assignment.  The range of feasible 
slots for those flights still on the ground is much larger than for those in the air because en route flights carry a finite 
amount of fuel and thus cannot hold indefinitely.  The upper and lower bounds in the range qifsT  are designed to 
accommodate this duality.  Importantly, this process represents computations and procedures undertaken to generate 
inputs to the optimization formulation described. 
 
( )
( )( )
max , min ,
:
max ,
qii i q i
f s L f f k
qi i
fs i i q i
s U s f f
t
T k S
M t
α τ κ α δ τ
τ κ τ α δ
­ ½ª º
− + − ≤ ≤° °¬ ¼
= ∈® ¾ª º° °+ − + −« »¬ ¼¯ ¿
 (14) 
2.5.1. Lower consistency bound 
 
The lower consistency bound is developed to enforce the condition that, under a revised plan from this model, a 
flight may only be reassigned a certain amount earlier than it was under the initial plan.  This allowable deviation 
depends on several factors, including whether or not the flight would already have taken off, had it been initially 
assigned to the slot being considered. 
A flight f is deemed to have already departed in this model if the “current” time tq is later than the difference 
between the considered slot s and the travel time required ( if fα δ− ) for flight f.  The “current” time in this situation 
is the time at which the reallocation is made: the scenario realization time tq.  However, if the sum of the current 
time tq and the required travel time is less than the slot s under consideration, then the flight is deemed to not yet 
have departed.  To determine the lower bound of the feasible reassignment range, the minimum of these two 
quantities must be considered, as shown in (15).  The parameter Lκ   ǡǡ Lκ ǡǤʌL used in the linking 
constraints in that it controls the maximum permissible increase in speed, but the two are not necessarily equal. 
 { }min ,i q is L f ftτ κ α δ− + −   (15) 
The expression (15) is nearly sufficient for the lower bound.  However, by assumption, a flight may not be 
assigned an arrival time before its published scheduled time of arrival.  Thus, the lower limit of this range is the 
expression in (15), or the flights scheduled time, whichever is greater: 
 { }{ }max , min ,i i q if s L f ftα τ κ α δ− + −   (16) 
2.5.2. Upper consistency bound 
The upper consistency bound is constructed similarly.  In this case, flights already en route may be assigned near 
to their originally assigned arrival time, or possibly much later if capacity conditions degrade significantly.  Flights 
still on the ground, however, may be assigned as late as the end of the capacity rationing program. 
To begin, a flight f is still on the ground if the condition shown in (17) is true.  The condition defined here is such 
that the difference between the current time (tq) and the slot being considered ( 0isτ ) must be greater than the required 
travel time ( if fα δ− ). 
 ( ) 0i q is f ftτ α δ− + − >   (17) 
If this condition is true, then the flight is still on the ground, and the upper bound on the new slot assignment is 
the end of the assignment program.  To allow for this, a large value M is multiplied with the value of this difference 
to form a large value for the bound.  Note that this M value simply represents some very large number and is only 
used here in preprocessing to generate the feasible slot ranges.  Its presence is not appreciated directly in the 
formulation, thus avoiding the numerical problems that often accompany using M in the traditional optimization 
sense. 
If the difference shown in (17) is nonpositive, then the flight must have already departed.  In that case, the upper 
bound on the new slot time must be the sum of the old slot time and some parameter țU to represent the maximum 
amount of slowing permissible for the flight.  Given that the flight is already en route, the product of the large 
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number M and the difference in (17) will be negative, and so using a maximum operator will select the correct value 
for these en route flights: 
 ( )( ){ }max ,i i q is U s f fM tτ κ τ α δ+ − + −   (18) 
Further, it may be useful to make the reassignment window parameters țL and țU functions of the time remaining 
until the flight should arrive under the instance of the consistency constraint under consideration.  This variation 
follows the idea that a flight located quite far from a rationing initiative has more time to increase or decrease speed, 
whereas one about to arrive at an initiative has very little flexibility about the time at which it is to arrive there. 
A simple means by which this condition might be included is to specify the ț values as a monotonically 
decreasing function of the difference between the original and new slots, 0i qs tτ − .  The functions ( )L tκ  and ( )U tκ  
would be defined over the domain (0, f fα δ º− ¼ , and would take on zero values as t = 0 and much larger values at 
the upper end of the function’s domain.  This upper range could be as large as 45 minutes, as all commercial flights 
participating in such ATFM actions carry at least that much fuel in reserve. 
2.6. Flight reassignment constraints 
The previous sections have outlined the constraints defining the physical structure of this problem, as well as 
physical and temporal consistency. However, to properly account for the additional costs of reassigning en route 
flights upon the realization of different capacity scenarios, additional information is required.  Namely, these are that 
a flight already en route was initially assigned to slot s at resource i and that a flight was, under outcome q, 
reassigned to slot k at resource i.  This can be formulated as a logical AND constraint, and could be incorporated by 
examining the product of the two decision variables corresponding to the above assignments.   
However, to maintain linearity of the formulation, the construct shown in (19) was employed.  These three 
constraint sets, employed together, set the value of qfskz  equal to the logical AND value of 
i
fsx  and 
qi
fky , constrained 
to lie within the feasible reassignment range qifsT , as shown in (19).  Considering this narrow range of reassignment 
possibilities significantly reduces the number of constraints added to the formulation. 
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For each combination of flight f, initiative i, and initial slot assignment s, these periods begins at either the old 
slot time, less some allowable early deviation, or at the flight’s scheduled arrival time, whichever is later.  This again 
enforces the explicit assumption that no flight may be assigned a slot time earlier than its arrival time.  The window 
ends at the original slot time plus the allowable late deviation.  This window provides the range of allowable en 
route speed increases or airborne holding that is reasonable for each flight and slot combination. 
If, however, the only capacity scenarios considered consisted of improving conditions with respect to the initial 
case, then it may be possible to disregard these constraints and the associated set of { }qfskz
 
variables.  This would be 
possible because, under improving conditions, any allocation for the previous, worse conditions would continue to 
be feasible.  In that case, a reasonable policy assumption, addressed in a similar context in (Ganji et al., 2009), is that 
no flight be given a worse assignment in light of improved conditions.  Ergo, the time windows used for consistency 
between scenarios could be tightened, and the small deviations assigned to each flight as scenarios were realized be 
treated in the same fashion as those small deviations occurring for assignments between resources. 
2.7. Objective function 
Generically, the objective of this formulation is to minimize the sum of assigned flight delays.  There are two 
specific issues to be addressed in developing this objective function, however: how to incorporate the costs of each 
scenario outcome, and at which resources to sum delays. 
There are several potential methods by which the costs of the various recourse outcomes may be included.  Based 
on the assumption presented earlier that the initial plan is always included as a second stage outcome with non-zero 
probability, all costs may be represented in the second stage.  As a result, an expected value of the total cost may be 
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calculated using these costs and the associated scenario probabilities.  This is notationally simpler than the alternate 
convention of expressing first stage costs and second stage marginal costs. 
The second issue in developing the objective function regards which delays to include in the sum.  Two solutions 
present themselves: at the flight’s final destination, or at every resource each flight uses.  The first is more traditional 
in the modeling community, and represents a broader system-level view of flight operations.  The second approach, 
however, is more consistent with the intention of this model to keep these capacity rationing initiatives more or less 
separate.  In this study, the latter will be used, because, as was shown in (Churchill, 2010), the former induces a bias 
against flights using multiple resources. 
The objective function for this problem is shown in (20).  It is expressed as the expected value of the sum of two 
functions, ȳͳȳʹǡǤ 
 ( )1 2min
f
q
q Q f F i V
z p
∈ ∈ ∈
= Ω + Ω¦ ¦¦   (20) 
The first cost component ȍ1 is shown in (21).  It represents the ground delays assigned to each flight under each 
scenario outcome, with the length of the delay represented by the difference between the assigned slot and the 
scheduled time.  A superlinear function of delay length is employed to encourage a more equitable distribution of 
delays, on the principle that two short delays are superior to a single long one.  The indices q, f, and i are nested 
from the summation in (20). 
 ( )11
i
f
qiqi i
s f fs
s Q
y
ε
τ α
+
∈
Ω = −¦   (21) 
The second cost component, shown in (22), represents the cost of airborne delays introduced as a result of flights 
receiving slot reassignments at the realization of a new capacity scenario.  The parameter φ  represents the cost ratio 
of airborne to ground delays, because reassignment delays are realized by flights already en route.  While the 
reassignment delay may be either positive or negative, depending on whether the flight was given an earlier or later 
slot, only the magnitude is considered.  Again, a superlinear function of delay length is employed.  The cost of early 
and late “delays” are treated here as being equivalent, although in practice different values may be assigned to each 
of these. 
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Of course, many other objective functions could be considered in solving this problem.  A prime area for 
consideration is the inclusion of terms to explicitly enforce equity between discrete users of the system, examples of 
which are explored on a related problem in (Glover & Ball (2010). It is important to note also that ultimately it is the 
delays to passengers (and not to airframes) that are important.  However, like all other resource allocation schemes 
considered from the system operator perspective, this model is hampered by the fact that passenger counts and 
itineraries are not known to the system operator at the time these initiatives are planned and executed; hence this 
information cannot be used to make decisions. 
3. Case study 
To test the effectiveness of the model proposed in Section 2, a realistic case study is examined here.  The intent 
of this case study is to examine the output of this model to identify trends and patterns in the prescribed allocations.  
First, the physical and temporal characteristics of the case study are outlined, including the procedure used to 
generate the flight schedules.  Then, several analyses of model outputs are presented.  The input data for this case 
study are artificial, but represent a realistic scenario both in scope and size, as will be outlined in the following 
discussion. 
3.1. Case study configuration 
This case study examines a set of flights traversing a set of three resources, depicted nominally in Figure 7.  
These resources include one airspace region (labeled A) and two airports of reduced capacity (B, C).  This physical 
configuration is intended to be notionally representative of the situation present in the northeastern United States, 
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wherein both Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR) and John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK) are 
expected to be congested, as well as the airspace leading into the northeast, for which throughput may be regulated 
by creating an AFP using FCAA03.  In this case study, the nominal travel time from the controlled airspace region 
to each airport is 60 minutes.  For exposition and analysis, flights are grouped into five flows, as labeled in Figure 7.  
Flows 1, 2, and 3 each use a single resource, while flows 4 and 5 are the confounding flows using multiple resources 
that force the need for coordination between resources. 
 
 
Figure 7 – Case study physical configuration 
A simple model of capacity disruptions is employed, as discussed in Churchill & Lovell (2011).  In this construct, 
each resource has some nominal capacity, which is then reduced to a lower level for a period of time representing 
some disruption.  At the conclusion of this disruption, capacity returns to the nominal level.  The capacity profiles 
for each resource are shown in Figure 8.  The solid bars show the planned duration of the disruption, while the 
hashed bars represent possible early end times.  This figure also depicts the joint cumulative distribution function 
assigned to the possible early end times.  Initially, the disruption is planned to last for 120 minutes, however it may 
end either 30 or 60 minutes early.  The probability of either early end time is 0.3, while the planned duration is 
assigned a probability of 0.4.  In any case, the disruptions end early, or do not do so, at each resource jointly.  In the 
case study, an early ending to the disruption is anticipated by 30 minutes, reflecting the accuracy and utilty of 
weather observation and forecast technologies. 
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Airspace  
resource A 
 
Airport B 
 
Airport C 
 
Figure 8 – Capacity profiles for each resource 
The other essential element of this case study is the schedules of those flights using these resources.  These data 
are artificial to avoid the myriad difficulties associated with real schedule data; however they are comparable in 
scope.  A Monte Carlo process is employed to develop this schedule instance, as described in greater detail in 
Churchill (2010).  The essence of this procedure is to form a uniform schedule consistent with the nominal capacity 
of each resource.  Then, flights are randomly removed from this uniform lattice, and some flights are randomly 
selected to utilize multiple resources.  The schedules for those flights selected to use multiple resources are 
translated according to the nominal interresource travel time.  Flight durations are randomly generated according to 
an assumed probability mass function.  Thus, a single execution of this procedure yields a single random instance of 
a representative schedule.    The introduction of randomness is essential to avoid unintended symmetry effects in the 
results.    The schedule used in this case study, generated according to the above procedure, is shown in Figure 9.  
The solid bars represent flights using a single resource, while the hashed bars represent flights using multiple 
resources.  The solid line represents the planned capacity disruption. 
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Figure 9 – Case study schedule 
3.2. Results 
Several categories of results are presented to illustrate the power of this model.  They are intended to evaluate 
both the properties of the model, as well as the value of stochastic information in the coordinated ATFM process.  
Delays are reported upon a flight’s arrival, contrary to the objective function, which sums them at every resource 
used to help enforce equity between flights. 
The first important result to evaluate is the improvement of the solution of this stochastic model over the solution 
to the deterministic analog.  The stochastic model proposed here produces an expected average delay of 38.1 
minutes per flight for this case study; while the deterministic version solved using the initial capacity vector yields 
an average delay of 39.4 minutes per flight.  While it would be desirable for this difference to be larger, it is 
important to remember that the stochastic model adds recourse, which reduces delay under the scenarios for which 
the disruption ends early.  For each of these two early-ending scenarios, the assigned delays are 33.3 and 38.1 
minutes per flight, respectively. 
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Table 2 examines the nature of the solution with respect to the number of resources used.  This provides some 
measure of the equity between different classes of flights.  It is apparent that flights using multiple resources receive 
generally smaller delays than flights using single resources, although the difference is not marked.  
Table 2 – Results according to number of resources used (minutes/flight) 
EƵŵďĞƌŽĨ
ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ 
EƵŵďĞƌŽĨ
ĨůŝŐŚƚƐ 
ƌƌŝǀĂůĚĞůĂǇƐ;ŵŝŶƵƚĞƐͬĨůŝŐŚƚͿ 
ǆƉĞĐƚĞĚ /ŶŝƚŝĂůƉůĂŶ ^ĐĞŶ͘ϭ ^ĐĞŶ͘Ϯ ^ĐĞŶ͘ϯ 
ϭ ϭϳϳ ϯϵ͘ϳ ϰϯ͘ϱ ϯϰ͘ϴ ϯϵ͘ϳ ϰϯ͘ϱ
Ϯ ϵϱ ϯϱ͘Ϭ ϯϴ͘ϭ ϯϬ͘ϲ ϯϱ͘ϭ ϯϴ͘ϭ
 
One measure of the value of stochastic capacity information is provided in Table 3.  Resources A and B have 
stochastic capacity descriptions, while resource C does not – no early end times are considered there.  Thus, the 
expected delays for Airport C are larger than for the other resources because there is no potential to regain some of 
the expected capacity loss.  In addition, it is clear that no recourse actions provide benefit for flights destined for 
Airport C, as the assigned delays are constant across the initial plan and each early end time. 
Table 3 – Results according to flight destination (minutes/flight) 
ĞƐƚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ EƵŵďĞƌŽĨĨůŝŐŚƚƐ 
ƌƌŝǀĂůĚĞůĂǇƐ;ŵŝŶƵƚĞƐͬĨůŝŐŚƚͿ 
ǆƉĞĐƚĞĚ͘ /ŶŝƚŝĂůƉůĂŶ ^ĐĞŶ͘ϭ ^ĐĞŶ͘Ϯ ^ĐĞŶ͘ϯ 
 ϱϴ Ϯϳ͘ϴ ϯϭ͘ϴ ϮϮ͘ϰ Ϯϳ͘ϴ ϯϭ͘ϴ
 ϭϬϳ ϯϴ͘Ϯ ϰϱ͘ϭ Ϯϵ͘ϭ ϯϴ͘ϯ ϰϱ͘ϭ
 ϭϬϳ ϰϯ͘ϱ ϰϯ͘ϱ ϰϯ͘ϱ ϰϯ͘ϱ ϰϯ͘ϱ
 
A more specific examination of equity and stochasticity is depicted in Table 4.  This division of flights follows 
the flows defined in Figure 7.  Again, the trend of flights using multiple resources (flows 2 and 4) experiencing 
smaller delays than the corresponding single resource airport flows is seen, but the variations induced by destination 
provide an interesting contrast.  The trend of airport C receiving poorer allocations continues, and the effect appears 
to be larger, in relative terms, for flights using only one resource. 
Table 4 – Results according to flow and capacity scenario (minutes/flight) 
&ůŽǁ EƵŵďĞƌŽĨĨůŝŐŚƚƐ
ƌƌŝǀĂůĚĞůĂǇƐ;ŵŝŶƵƚĞƐͬĨůŝŐŚƚͿ
ǆƉĞĐƚĞĚ͘ /ŶŝƚŝĂůƉůĂŶ ^ĐĞŶ͘ϭ ^ĐĞŶ͘Ϯ ^ĐĞŶ͘ϯ
ϭ ϱϴ Ϯϳ͘ϴ ϯϭ͘ϴ ϮϮ͘ϰ Ϯϳ͘ϴ ϯϭ͘ϴ
Ϯ ϰϴ ϯϭ͘ϳ ϯϴ͘Ϭ Ϯϯ͘Ϭ ϯϮ͘Ϭ ϯϴ͘Ϭ
ϯ ϱϵ ϰϯ͘ϲ ϱϬ͘ϴ ϯϰ͘Ϭ ϰϯ͘ϰ ϱϬ͘ϴ
ϰ ϰϳ ϯϴ͘ϯ ϯϴ͘ϯ ϯϴ͘ϯ ϯϴ͘ϯ ϯϴ͘ϯ
ϱ ϲϬ ϰϳ͘ϲ ϰϳ͘ϲ ϰϳ͘ϲ ϰϳ͘ϲ ϰϳ͘ϲ
 
In  
Table 5, the effect of flight distance on model results is examined.  It is important to note here that shorter flights 
experience greater decreases in assigned delay with improved capacity conditions (earlier scenarios), both in relative 
and absolute terms, compared to longer flights.  This effect forms the fairness basis for the ration by distance 
allocation scheme, which was examined systematically in Ball, Hoffman & Mukherjee (2009).  It appears that this 
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property extends to the multiple resource case, however quantifying this property for this more general model poses 
a considerably greater challenge not addressed analytically in this research. 
 
Table 5 – Results according to distance category (minutes/flight) 
&ůŝŐŚƚůĞŶŐƚŚ
ĐĂƚĞŐŽƌǇ
EƵŵďĞƌŽĨ
ĨůŝŐŚƚƐ
ƌƌŝǀĂůĚĞůĂǇƐ;ŵŝŶƵƚĞƐͬĨůŝŐŚƚͿ
ǆƉĞĐƚĞĚ /ŶŝƚŝĂůƉůĂŶ ^ĐĞŶ͘ϭ ^ĐĞŶ͘Ϯ ^ĐĞŶ͘ϯ
ϯϬ ϲϭ ϰϬ͘ϰ ϰϱ͘Ϯ ϯϰ͘ϭ ϰϬ͘Ϯ ϰϱ͘Ϯ
ϰϱ ϴϵ ϰϭ͘ϭ ϰϰ͘ϵ ϯϲ͘ϭ ϰϭ͘Ϯ ϰϰ͘ϵ
ϲϬ ϲϮ ϯϱ͘ϳ ϯϵ͘ϭ ϯϭ͘Ϭ ϯϱ͘ϴ ϯϵ͘ϭ
ϳϱ ϮϬ ϯϱ͘ϯ ϯϳ͘ϯ ϯϮ͘ϲ ϯϱ͘ϰ ϯϳ͘ϯ
ϵϬ ϭϵ ϯϯ͘ϰ ϯϱ͘Ϯ ϯϭ͘Ϭ ϯϯ͘ϱ ϯϱ͘Ϯ
ϭϬϱ ϳ Ϯϱ͘ϱ Ϯϲ͘Ϭ Ϯϰ͘ϯ Ϯϲ͘Ϭ Ϯϲ͘Ϭ
ϭϮϬн ϭϰ ϯϱ͘ϲ ϯϴ͘ϲ ϯϭ͘ϱ ϯϱ͘ϲ ϯϴ͘ϲ
 
In Table 6, the value of forecast lead time is examined using a comparison of two variations.  The previous 
results have considered only the case in which capacity increases were forecast by 30 minutes.  For this comparison, 
the model was also solved using no anticipation.  While the initial delays assigned under the case with lookahead are 
larger, under each outcome, average assigned delays are lower.  These larger initial delays occur because the model 
holds back flights until it becomes clear which scenario will be realized.  This allows for greater flexibility to 
respond to this information.  For example, at resource B during scenario 2 (disruption ends 30 minutes early), the 
model without any forecast ability assigns 84 minutes more delay than were necessary in retrospect, in comparison 
to the delays assigned with the forecast ability. 
Table 6 – Results according to capacity realization time (minutes/flight) 
ĂƐĞ
ƌƌŝǀĂůĚĞůĂǇƐ;ŵŝŶƵƚĞƐͬĨůŝŐŚƚͿ
ǆƉĞĐƚĞĚ /ŶŝƚŝĂůƉůĂŶ ^ĐĞŶ͘ϭ ^ĐĞŶ͘Ϯ ^ĐĞŶ͘ϯ
tŝƚŚůŽŽŬĂŚĞĂĚ ϯϴ͘ϭ ϰϰ͘ϵ ϯϯ͘ϯ ϯϴ͘ϭ ϰϭ͘ϲ
tŝƚŚŽƵƚůŽŽŬĂŚĞĂĚ ϰϭ͘ϯ ϰϭ͘ϲ ϯϲ͘ϲ ϰϭ͘ϯ ϰϰ͘ϵ
 
Solution times for this problem are modest.  The majority of the results shown reflect the model solved with the 
30 minute lookahead time.  On a quad processor Intel Xeon X5355 system with 12GB of memory running Xpress 
2008a, the model solved to a 0.4% gap in 18 minutes.  Without lookahead, the same instance required approximately 
70 minutes to solve to an optimality gap of 2.8%.  In both cases, this was the first integer solution identified.  Branch 
and bound with the default solver settings was employing in solving this problem, without considering any 
specialized algorithms. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper, the problem of coordinating flight to slot assignments in multiple congested resources under 
uncertain capacity conditions is considered.  Given a set of resources expected to be congested, for example several 
airports and an airspace region, and the set of flights expected to use those resources over some time horizon over 
several hours, a coordinated matching of flights to slots is developed.  A two stage stochastic formulation is 
employed, so that recourse solutions for each potential capacity outcome may be generated. 
This model was evaluated using a realistic, but artificially generated case study.  According to these results, 
delays are reduced versus the deterministic analog, and are assigned, to some degree, equitably.  Some evidence for 
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the usefulness of a ration-by-distance allocation scheme is observed, as short flights are held back to provide a 
reserve pool of flights able to be dispatched and take advantage of newly available capacity. 
Many extensions to this work may provide interesting research, as well as applications to operational systems.  
The first area that may be of great utility lies in reformulating this model so as to reduce complexity.  The 
consideration of capacitated time periods in place of slots, as well as the specification of a maximum delay 
parameter as used in Bertsimas & Stock Patterson (1998) may markedly reduce formulation size.  However, these 
simplifications come at the expense of precision and reduce the ability of the modeler to include complex capacity 
profiles. 
In addition, this formulation provides an excellent platform to explore the implications of the ration-by-distance 
principle proposed in Ball et al. (2009) in a multiresource setting.  The extensions of this principle, which has the 
potential to greatly increase efficiency under capacity uncertainty, may provide a valuable insight in transitioning to 
an airspace system that explicitly considers coordination between congested resources. 
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